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March 14.2014

The Honorable Anthonv Brown.
State House
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

Lieutenant Governor

Dear Governor O'Malley and Lieutenant Governor Brown:

We write, again, with grave concems regarding Maryland's Health Care Exchange. At this point, it is our
view that it is time to stop throwing good money after bad and abandon the Maryland Health Exchange and
transfer Marylanders to the federal system.

Maryland's Health Benefit exchange was advertised to be the model for the country. On various occasions
you were both very present and vocal describing how Maryland was going to be a national leader in the
implementation of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). However, in the intervening months between its abysmal
launch and continued problems that exist even today, it has become abundantly clear that Maryland's
exchange is a model of what not to do.

Over the course of this legislative session, we have heard multiple pieces of legislation dealing with the
Maryland Health Exchange. Your Administration has been conspicuously absent from many of these
important discussions - from a full repeal of the Exchange to bills related to the security of the website; there
has been no word from yourselves, the Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, or anyone
running the Maryland Exchange. From the top down there has been a fundamental lack of ownership on what
went wrong.

We freely admit our opposition to the federal Affordable Care Act (ACA) and our fight against its
implementation in Maryland. However, no matter how we may feel about it from a policy perspective, the
Exchange must be executed in a responsible and transparent manner that does not harm Marylanders. Any
significant inquiry that has been made to state officials has been met with half-truths at best, but more often
total obfuscation. Completely lacking has been the apology that the citizens expect and deserve. Even with
the hundreds of millions of state and federal taxpayer dollars being pumped into the Exchange, its continued
problems prove that Maryland's government lacks the skills necessary to make this Exchange functional. It is
time to cut the losses for the taxpayers.
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As you may be aware, Maryland's Exchange is not likely to meet its lofty enrollment goal for private plans

by the March 31't deadline. As of March I only 20,439 individuals had paid their first premiums for their
private plans. It is not enough to just sign up, you actually have to pay the premiums to truly be considered

insured.

The Maryland Health Exchange has proven to be ill equipped in just its basic functionality. We cannot help

but be concerned about the security of the extremely private information that people are required to provide
on the Maryland Health Exchange. Why put our state and our citizens at risk should a major data breach

occur? This is just another example of why transferring to the Federal Exchange and abandoning this
Maryland monstrosity is the best course of action.

The cost of the Exchange is over $300 million through FY 2015. Just last week we learned that Maryland's
revenues are down more than $250 million. Analysts project a deficit of nearly a half a billion dollars by
2016 if spending is not curtailed. At a time when state finances are so strained that serious consideration is
being given to reneging on Maryland's pension obligations, how can we as policy makers justify continued

spending on this failed system?

We would hope you would give serious consideration to this suggestion. It is time to cut this increasingly

costly albatross from the necks of our citizens.

Sincerely,

+#+5*-t..5,
Kathy Szeliga
Minority Whip

Nicholaus R. Kipke
Minority Leader


